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2006 to 2007
WHY SANDLING FIREWORKS?
This year we have improved or increased the content of all of our selection packs so we now offer better value than ever! By buying directly from Sandling Fireworks, an importer and manufacturer, we are sure you will find our prices are unbeatable — you could pay up to 50% more if buying at shop prices! Remember, fireworks are not just for November 5th, Sandling Fireworks are specially licensed to sell fireworks all year round. For more than twenty years we have helped people celebrate birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, etc.

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET!
We clearly list the fireworks in our packs and provide photographs of our fireworks so you can see for yourself the value we offer! (Sandling Fireworks reserve the right to substitute any firework with items of the same or greater value.)

WANT TO SEE MORE?
We have one of the largest firework sites on the Internet at www.sandlingfireworks.co.uk. Here you will find extra packs and additional photographs together with many video clips of our fireworks.

WHAT TO CHOOSE
Using Sandling packs you can put together a display for any occasion. Most of our garden and display packs are designed to last 20-25 minutes depending on the speed of firing. Any pack can be enhanced by buying additional items from our supplementary range, or you can make up your own display by using just these special packs. When comparing prices, do not confuse quantity with quality. Larger packs contain larger fireworks. If you require more fireworks for your money simply order two smaller packs or increase the quantity by adding further special packs.

WHEN CAN FIREWORKS BE USED?
Fireworks can be used at any time of year. For garden parties it is a courtesy to notify neighbours of your event. Please be considerate by avoiding disturbance to hospitals, old peoples homes, animal shelters, etc. Please avoid using fireworks late at night; it is now an offense to use fireworks after 11pm with the exception of certain dates such as New Years Eve. For larger displays the police should be notified — they merely need to know. For public events the fire brigade should also be notified. Nearby airports or coast guards should also be warned where appropriate. An advice book “Giving Your Own Firework Display - How to run and fire it safely” is available Mail Order from HSE Books, PO Box 1999, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 6FS. The cost is £5.75 (including p+p) and is a worthwhile investment.

ORDER EARLY!
We do our best to ensure we have sufficient stock to meet demand, but to be sure to get the fireworks you want please order early!

TERMS AND PAYMENT
Most items are available ex-stock but we reserve the right to make substitutions should any firework not pass our quality tests. All prices include VAT. There is a carriage contribution of £15 on ANY sized order regardless of size and number of packs ordered. This means carriage is charged once only, not on every pack you buy. You may pay by cheque, credit or debit card. You may order by post, fax, telephone or online at www.sandlingfireworks.co.uk. Having placed your order you will then be sent an acknowledgement and order reference number by post. The fireworks will be delivered by carrier. When you receive your fireworks please check you have the correct number of cartons BEFORE signing. Please notify us immediately of any shortfalls or damage, quoting your order number. Please familiarize yourself with the fireworks before the display date and do not hesitate to telephone our office for advice.

STATUTORY NOTICE
IT IS ILLEGAL TO SELL ADULT FIREWORKS TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN AND IT IS ILLEGAL FOR ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN TO POSSESS ADULT FIREWORKS IN A PUBLIC PLACE.

OPERATOR FIRED DISPLAYS
Of course you may wish to have an operator-fired display and leave it all to us. Sandling Fireworks are members of the the British Pyrotechnists’ Association and The Firework Makers Guild, the CBI Explosives Industry Group and the British Fireworks Association. We have full public and product liability insurance. Our display teams use large display fireworks such as aerial shells that are not available to the general public. Each display is specially designed to suit the occasion. Prices start from a few hundred pounds, depending on the nature of the event and the time of year, to several thousand pounds. Prices include transport, labour and insurance with no extras to pay. Please telephone our office for further details. We will need to know where and when you intend to have the display and also the nature of the occasion. We can then discuss with you the budget and duration of the show. We will send you our special Operator Fired Brochure with examples of displays to suit your event. Having chosen the display we will then arrange a site visit to ensure the venue is suitable. Finally a contract is issued and that's all there is to it! Sit back and leave the work to us. All you have to do is enjoy the display!
SPECIAL PACKS

CANDLE BATTERIES £55
1 BATTERY OF FOUR COLOUR THUNDER CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR WHISTLING CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR WHISTLES AND FLASH
1 BATTERY OF FOUR RED AND GREEN CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR RED PEONY CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR COLOUR WHISTLE CRACKLE
1 BATTERY OF FOUR STAR WARS CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 20MM MULTICOLOUR BOMBETTES
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

29MM GIANT CANDLES PACK £100
A selection of big candles to enhance any show. Comet candles are 10 shot and Bombettes are 8 shot.
1 29MM SILVER TAIL TO COLOUR BOMBETTE
1 29MM GOLD TAIL TO CRACKLING BOMBETTE
1 29MM SILVER TAIL TO COCONUT BOMBETTE
1 29MM GOLD TAIL TO GOLD RAIN BOMBETTE
1 29MM SILVER TAIL TO WHITE STROBE BOMBETTE
1 29MM GOLD TAIL TO BLUE BOMBETTE
1 29MM SILVER TAIL TO RED BOMBETTE
1 29MM GOLD TAIL TO GREEN BOMBETTE
1 29MM ORANGE STAR BOMBETTE
1 29MM CRACKLING COMET CANDLE
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

CANDLE BOMBARDMENTS £85
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN COLOUR THUNDER
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE AND FLASH
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN BLUE PEARL CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN RED & GREEN PEARL
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN RED PEONY CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE SERPENT BANG
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN 20MM COLOUR BURST
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN 20MM CRACKLE COMETS
4 PORTFIRES For Lighting The Fireworks

GIANT CANDLE BATTERY PACKS
Packs of four giant candle batteries. Each roman candle battery contains four 29mm candles in a variety of effects. For large shows buy three packs and fire three in a row for maximum impact.

MONSTER CONES PACK £30
These monster sized conic fountains each contain 1kg of composition - not sawdust!
1 MONSTER SILVER CONE
1 MONSTER CRACKLING CONE
1 MONSTER COLOUR CHIP CONE
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

GIANT CANDLE BATTERY PACK £150
1 BATTERY OF FOUR MULTICOLOUR BOMBETTES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR COCONUT TREE BOMBETTES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR GOLD RAIN BOMBETTES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR CRACKLING BOMBETTES
4 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
NOISY FINALE £30
A noisy barrage of airbombs and whistles makes this a great finale for large garden or small public displays.

EVEN NOISIER FINALE £40
The big brother of the Noisy Finale. This satisfyingly noisy barrage of screeches and coloured tailed titanium salutes makes an impressive start or finish to any display. Not recommended for use in your back garden.

NOT VERY NOISY FINALE £40
Perhaps we should call this the Slightly Noisy Finale. A spectacular barrage of red white and blue comets followed by a volley of crackling comets. Suitable for a large garden or display use.

DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE PACK £35
These mines have a silver fountain before erupting into the air from ground level. They then produce a shrill whistle before erupting again with a different effect.
2 CRACKLING STARS AND FLASH REPORTS
2 COLOURED STARS AND CRACKLING STARS
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

75MM DISPLAY MINE PACK £70
A pack of 75mm display mines for larger shows. They contain a larger quantity of stars than the fountain mines. These mines do not have a fountain but erupt as soon as the fuse has burnt.
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Coloured Thunder
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Green And Crackling
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Red And Glitter
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Blue And Glitter
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Red Crossettes
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

SATURN MISSILES £35
Each cake produces 300 screaming missiles that fly into the air and end with a report. The cakes build up to an exciting climax. To produce the best effect use three of these in a row across the firing site. Our best selling item ever.
3 300 SHOT SATURN MISSILE BATTERY
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

NEW! JUMBO SATURN MISSILES £75
Hot on the heels of our best selling Saturn Missiles are these new Jumbo missiles! Coloured tails, whistles crackles and bangs from these exciting cakes.
3 180 SHOT JUMBO SATURN MISSILE BATTERY
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

100MM DISPLAY MINES £120
A pack of larger ground mines suitable for larger displays.
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Whistles
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Coloured Thunder
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Red To Crackle
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Yellow Cascade
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Red And Glitter
1 100MM MORTAR MINE - Multicolour
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

CONFUSED? PHONE US FOR THE BEST ADVICE!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
CAKE PACKS

LUNAR CAKES PACK £40
A selection of 19 shot 25mm cakes displaying noise and colour effects.
6 19 SHOT CAKES
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

SOLAR CAKES PACK £90
Each cake fires 36 x 19mm projectiles. For larger displays these can be fired in rows of three.
3 SOLAR STORM - Colour And Crackle Bursts
3 OCEAN SCENE - Gold, Silver And Crackling Fish
3 Ufos - Silver Spinners With Coloured Stars
3 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Anad Crackling Bombettes
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

PANTHER CAKES PACK £70
An assortment of eight different 100 shot round cakes producing a variety of effects.
8 PANTHER CAKES
4 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

90 SHOT CAKES PACK £65
A wonderful selection of traditional Peking 90 shot cakes displaying noise and colour effects.
9 90 SHOT CAKES
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

PUMA CAKES PACK £100
An assortment of six 200 shot cakes producing whistles, crackles, bangs and coloured stars.
6 PUMA CAKES
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

JUMBO CAKES PACK £60
Each cake fires 25 x 29mm mines and bombettes. Our best selling cakes pack.
4 ASSORTED JUMBO CAKES
2 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

SUPER CAKES PACK £95
An assortment of nine high quality 90 shot cakes. Excellent timing and novel effects makes this pack a must for any display!
9 SUPER CAKES
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

SPECIAL CAKES PACK £130
These long lasting cakes are superbly made and perform spectacularly with four or five different effects.
8 ASSORTED SPECIAL CAKES
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
INDIVIDUAL CAKES

An ideal addition to any of our packs and will make your display even more spectacular.

**COLOUR CHANGING BLITZ** £21
*25 X 30mm shells with colour changing stars and gold flitter tails.*

**SUMMER STORM** £27
*25 X 30mm coloured crackling willow shells with silver twisting tail.*

**POWER PACK** £28
*32 x 29mm floral shells fired in eight different fans.*

**FIERY DEMON** £23
*29 X 29mm shells displaying colours, crackles and flying fish.*

**PYRO ALCHEMY** £26
*35 X 29mm shells with lasting stars and multi-burst finale.*

**COSMIC RAIN** £24
*30 X 30mm colour tailed shells fired in fans of five.*

**HEAVY HITZ** £28
*25 X 30mm shells with red tails fired in a special fan that radiates from one side to the other and back before a fanned finale of brocade and time rain.*

**RAGING INFERNO** £23
*50 X 25mm comets and bombettes give a loud and colourful display.*
DISPLAY CAKES

These display cakes are the largest you can buy. They burn for around 40 seconds and produce a spectacular barrage of effects. May be used as part of a display on their own where a short spectacular show is required. Other cakes are available from our web site.

TROPICANA DISPLAY CAKE £55
Produces a barrage of 80 x 29mm sequenced starbursts.

GREAT WESTERN DISPLAY CAKE £55
Produces a barrage of 80 x 29mm mines with coloured bombettes bursting above.

COMET WORLD DISPLAY CAKE £45
Produces a barrage of 80 x 29mm gold silver and crackling comets (fairly quiet).

TROPICAL STORM £55
100 x 25mm crackling comets and titanium salutes produce rolling thunder!

SKY BATTLE £40
144 x 20mm whistles, hummers, screechers colour bombettes and salutes all in one cake!

CROSSETTE FINALE £60
80 coloured comets that split into fours (fairly quiet).

KRUGER PARK £45
A spectacular display of 160 x 20mm richly coloured crackling bombettes. Breathtaking!

COUGAR CAKE £35
400 shots of colour and noise from this monster round cake.

BIG BIRTHA £35
A mammoth cake producing 61 x 30mm bombettes and crossettes in a variety of effects. Recommended!

OCEAN BLUE £35
This cake produces 61 blue bombettes and wriggling silver fish, all with gold tails.

FAN CAKES

Each cake consists of 80 x 25mm tubes arranged in 10 fans of 8. Each fan fires all 8 shots at once creating an arc of comets which explode into coloured sequenced starbursts. Although these cakes fully comply with British Standards they are recommended for large sites only due to their sky filling spread.

EAST MEETS WEST FAN CAKE £55
GREAT WESTERN FANNED £55
TROPICANA FANNED £55
NEW! GEMS OVER GOLD MINE (QUIET) £55

NEW! WIPER CAKES

Each cake consists of 80 x 25mm tubes arranged in 10 fans of 8. Tubes fire left to right, right to left etc, like a windscren wiper. As with the fan cakes these are recommended for large sites only due to their spread.

PYRO FANTASY £55
NATIONAL SALUTE £55
RAINBOW MINE (QUIET) £55
SKY PAINTER (QUIET) £55
SIDEWINDER SPECIAL FAN CAKE £55
CONFUSED? PHONE US FOR THE BEST ADVICE!

SINGLE IGNITION

GARDEN DISPLAYS-IN-A-BOX
A complete display in a box. Just light one fuse, stand back and admire! Suitable for large gardens or small displays. Each Garden Display starts with fountain effects and builds up through sequences of roman candles, noise effects, shellburst bombettes and ends with a spectacular volley of mines. See our web site for other single ignition units.

90 SECOND GARDEN DISPLAY-IN-A-BOX £35
THREE MINUTE GARDEN DISPLAY-IN-A-BOX £60

GARDEN PARTY BOXES
Light one fuse, stand back and enjoy a complete display including fountains, candles and mines. Each Party Box contains about 75 tubes, each ejecting 2 or more shots depending on its size. You could make a six minute display by buying one of each!

ONE MINUTE PARTY BOX SILVER 150 SHOT £35
TWO MINUTE PART BOX GOLD 200 SHOT £45
THREE MINUTE PARTY BOX PLATINUM 250 SHOT £55

SKYSHOW £60
Burning for around three minutes this module produces sequences of multicolour, strobe and crackling bombettes before a spectacular finale of brocade bombettes.

PANDORA’S BOX £50
A long burning display cake containing 136 various sized tubes.

DISPLAY-IN-A-BOX £250
WITH ROCKET FINALE!
A complete firework display in a box! Light one fuse, stand back and admire! Perfect for parties and weddings. Each display consists of five sequences giving a display lasting for more than two minutes:
1) 15 x 20mm candles in a bouquet of multicoloured stars and comets
2) 3 x 25mm candles in a bouquet of gold rain bombettes
3) 3 x 25mm candles in a bouquet of silver tailed colour bombettes
4) 5 x 29mm candles in two bouquets of variegated bombettes and brocade bombettes
5) 4 x volleys of 4 brocade shellburst rockets fired in quick succession

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
ROCKET PACKS

ROCKET PACK 1
12 SOLAR ROCKETS - Four Different Colours
2 LUNAR ROCKETS - Coloured bouquets
3 MARS ROCKETS - Colour And Crackle
4 SATURN ROCKETS - Big Bursts Of Colour
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
£25

ROCKET PACK 2
10 SATURN ROCKETS - Colours And Effects
5 MARS ROCKETS - Five Different Colours
5 LUNAR ROCKETS - Glittering Bursts
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
£30

ROCKET PACK 3
5 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
£35

ROCKET PACK 3B
5 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS
(Double Normal Weight Of Stars)
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
3 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
£50

ROCKET PACK 4
5 MARS ROCKETS - In Different Colours
5 SATURN ROCKETS - Whistles, Bangs Spinners, Crackle And Strobe
3 GALACTIC ROCKETS - Bright Colours
3 NEPTUNE ROCKETS - Big Bursts
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
£60

www.sandlingfireworks.co.uk
ROCKET PACKS

ROCKET PACK 5
£100
5 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Different Colours
5 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Big Bursts
5 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Extra Payload
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

ROCKET PACK 6
£120
MEGA ROCKETS! These spectacular rockets explode into a ring of special effects which encircle a coloured chrysanthemum centre. These are the largest rockets we can sell. Make sure there is somewhere for the sticks to land.
10 MEGA ROCKETS - All Different Colours And Effects
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

ROCKET PACK 7
£100
DOUBLE BREAK ROCKETS! These novel rockets consist of two rocket heads stacked on one rocket. Each rocket explodes twice producing different colours and effects.
10 DOUBLE BREAK ROCKETS - Colours And Effects
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

BIG BURST ROCKET PACK
£100
These are BIG so make sure there is somewhere for rocket sticks to land.
10 QUASAR SHELLBURST ROCKETS
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

ROCKET FLIGHT PACK
£100
This spectacular pack contains 6 flights of eight rockets. Each rocket flight is self contained in a launching tube. Light one fuse and all eight rockets rise together before exploding into stars. Each rocket is about 24” long but contains a special full payload for maximum effect.

CONFUSED? PHONE US FOR THE BEST ADVICE!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SPECIAL PACKS

LANCEWORK
Special messages, company logos and fire-pictures are available to your design. Please telephone to discuss your requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOODNIGHT</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYE!</td>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>£35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD LUCK</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE ROCKET</td>
<td>96&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENTINES HEART</td>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>£45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with lovers initials each side

GOODNIGHT  48" x 24" £70
BYE!  36" x 12" £35
2007  48" x 24" £70
GOOD LUCK  48" x 24" £70
SPACE ROCKET  96" x 24" - silver cascades £160
CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE  48" x 24" - silver bubbles £100
VALENTINES HEART -  36" x 12" - £45

LARGE WHEELS AND SETPIECES
Large devices for larger displays. Please note that all of these devices have to be nailed to a post.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 INCH TITANIUM WHEEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 INCH SILVER TARGET</td>
<td></td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 INCH WHIRLPOOL WHEEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>£60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 INCH CASCADE WHEEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>£60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONSTER GOLD AND SILVER TRIDENT</td>
<td></td>
<td>£35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPARKLERS
10" Packet of 5  50p
10" Box Of 144 Packets  £65

WAX TORCHES
25 X WAX TORCHES  £35
Great for barbecues and parties or for marking paths, etc. Burning time should be at least an hour but will vary depending on the wind.

PORTFIRES
10 Extra portfires for lighting larger fireworks.  £6

LIGHTROPES
Lightrope necklaces are thin 22” tubes of glowing neon colour that illuminate for about 3 hours. A fantastic fund raiser!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per tube of 50</td>
<td></td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per pack of 600</td>
<td></td>
<td>£450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LED TORCHES
These torches have an LED array instead of a traditional bulb. The result is a bright diffused beam and batteries that last for over 100 hours. The torch is head mounted and will strap onto most hard hats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD MOUNTED LED TORCH</td>
<td>£20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARTY PACKS

GARDEN PARTY

A great selection of fireworks suitable for a garden party. Contains no loud bangs. Now with bigger roman candles!

- 6 GARDEN ROCKETS - Coloured Bouquets
- 2 20 SHOT STAR ROMAN CANDLES
- 2 LARGE CRACKLING COMET ROMAN CANDLES
- 1 LARGE ORIOLE ROMAN CANDLE
- 2 LARGE STARMINE ROMAN CANDLE
- 2 SNOWFLAKE FOUNTAIN
- 2 BIG HARVEST FOUNTAIN
- 2 FOUR SEASONS FOUNTAIN
- 2 WORLD OF COLOUR FOUNTAINS
- 2 JURASSIC CONES
- 1 DEVIL CRASH - Whistles And Crackles
- 1 70 SHOT DRAGON & TIGER - Whistles & Buzzers
- 1 70 SHOT PEARL AND GEMS - Rainbow Colours
- 2 WHEEL OF LUCK
- 1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
- 5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

SATELLITE

Another garden pack with a wider selection of fireworks including exciting Chinese novelties. Now with larger cones!

- 12 GARDEN ROCKETS - Coloured Bouquets
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Ground Eruption of Stars
- 1 LARGE ORIOLE ROMAN CANDLE
- 2 LARGE STARMINE ROMAN CANDLE
- 2 LARGE CRACKLING COMET ROMAN CANDLES
- 1 LARGE COLOUR CRACKLE CANDLE
- 1 LARGE WHITE STROBE BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 SNOWFLAKE FOUNTAIN
- 1 BIG HARVEST FOUNTAIN
- 1 FOUR SEASONS FOUNTAIN
- 1 MOUNT ASO CRACKLING CONE
- 1 MOUNT ASO GOLD CONE
- 1 KRUGER PARK - 16 Colour Sequenced Starbursts
- 1 DEVIL CRASH - Crackles And Whistles
- 1 DRAGON & TIGER - Whistling Serpents
- 1 BIRDS IN SUNSET - Red Stars and Whistles!
- 1 PEARLS AND GEMS - Coloured Stars
- 1 WHEEL OF LUCK
- 1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
- 5 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

CONFUSED? PHONE US FOR THE BEST ADVICE!
DON'T FORGET OUR TRAINING DAY

PARTY PACKS

ECLIPSE

£80

A wonderful assortment of international fireworks. Even better for 2006!

- 12 SOLAR ROCKETS - Colour Bouquets
- 5 MARS SHELLBURST ROCKETS
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Eruption of Coloured Stars
- 1 LARGE ORIOLE ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE STARMINE ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING COMET CANDLE
- 1 LARGE COLOUR CRACKLE CANDLE
- 1 LARGE MULTI COLOURED BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE WHITE STROBE BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 BATTERY OF FOUR WHISTLES AND FLASH CANDLES
- 1 FOUR SEASONS FOUNTAIN
- 1 WORLD OF COLOURS FOUNTAIN
- 1 MOUNT ASO CRACKLING CONE - Fantastic Effect
- 1 MOUNT ASO SILVER CONE - Shimmering Cascade
- 1 KRUGER PARK - 36 Colour Sequenced Starbursts
- 1 RISE OF DRAGON - 7 Shot Novelty
- 1 DEVIL CRASH - Crackling Tailed Whistles
- 1 PARIS AT NIGHT - Dazzling Red Star Bursts
- 1 VICTORY SHELL - Coloured Cracking Comets
- 1 PEARLS & GEMS - 70 Colourful Shots
- 1 DRAGON AND TIGER - Whistles and Buzzers
- 1 WHEEL OF LUCK - Colour And Noise
- 1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Five Whistling Effects
- 10 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

A URORA

£120

A really spectacular selection of larger fireworks. Now even more fireworks for your money!

- 5 MARS STARBURST ROCKETS - In Different Colours
- 12 SOLAR ROCKETS - Coloured Bouquets
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Eruption Of Crackling Stars
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Eruption of Colour
- 1 LARGE ORIOLE ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE STARMINE ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING COMET DODECASPIRE
- 1 LARGE WHITE STROBE BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 BATTERY OF TWO Whistle AND FLASH CANDLES
- 1 BARRAGE OF THREE Multicoloured Bombettes
- 2 LARGE CRACKLING CONE
- 1 SOLAR CAKE - 36 Effects
- 1 CHATEAUX ROYAL - Coloured Bombettes & Whistles
- 1 COCKATOO SHOW - Silver Spinners & Screechers
- 1 FANTASIA - Coloured Splitting Comets
- 1 KRUGER PARK - 36 Colour Sequenced Starbursts
- 1 TWITTER GLITTER - A Favourite!
- 1 RISE OF DRAGON - 7 Coloured Bouquets
- 1 PARIS AT NIGHT - 7 Red Star Bursts
- 1 VICTORY SHELL - 7 Different Stars
- 1 BIRDS IN SUNSET - 70 Red Stars & Whistles
- 1 DRAGON & TIGER - 70 Whistles and Buzzers
- 1 PEARLS & GEMS - 70 Coloured Gems
- 1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Whistling Wheel
- 1 CAROUSEL WHEEL - Red and Green Ring Of Fire
- 10 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
A very popular pack that contains larger fireworks making this suitable for a large garden or even a small club display. Now with extra fireworks!

- 10 Mars Shellburst Rockets - In Different Colours
- 10 Saturn Shellburst Rockets - Special Effects
- 5 Galactic Rockets - Big Starbursts
- 1 Fountain Mine - Displaying Crackling Stars
- 1 Fountain Mine - Displaying Multicoloured Stars
- 1 Fountain Mine - Displaying Coloured Thunders
- 1 Large Oriole Roman Candle
- 1 Large Starmine Roman Candle
- 1 Large Colour Crackling Candle
- 1 Large Crackling Comet Roman Candle
- 1 Battery of Four Colour Thunder
- 1 Battery of Four Whistle Serpent Bang
- 1 Barrage of Four Colour Burst Candles
- 1 Barrage of Four Colour Whistle Crackles
- 1 3-Bar Bouquet of Crackling Comets
- 1 Red and Blue - 36 Colour Changing Stars
- 1 Spiral Galaxy - 19 Silver Spinners
- 1 Comet Finale - 36 Coloured and Crackling Comets
- 2 Solar Cakes - 36 Effects
- 1 Kruger Park - 36 Colour Sequenced Starbursts
- 1 Pearls and Gems - 70 Coloured Comets
- 1 Dragon and Tiger - 70 Whistles and Buzzers
- 1 Carousel Wheel - Coloured Circle Of Fire
- 1 Lucky Draw Wheel - High Speed Three Effect
- 10 Portfires - For Lighting The Fireworks
- 1 Wooden Rocket Frame

Our mega-selection of all the best large aerial fireworks! Excellent value and exciting fun! Good for Scouts, PTAs, etc. or a large garden party. Use with our Supplementary Pack for an exciting mixed display. Now even bigger and better!

- 10 Mars Rockets - Assorted Colours
- 10 Saturn Rockets - Noise and Colour
- 5 Giant Rockets - Big Colour Bursts!
- 1 Double Fountain Mine - Crackles Then Colour
- 1 Double Fountain Mine - Colour Then Thunders
- 1 Double Fountain Mine - Crackles Then Thunders
- 1 Battery of Four Starwars Candles
- 1 Battery of Four Whistle Candles
- 1 Battery of Four Reporting Serpent Candles
- 1 Battery of Four Whistle and Flash Candles
- 1 Barrage of Four Multicolour Bombettes
- 1 Barrage of Four Crackling Comets
- 1 Battery of Four Blue Pearl
- 1 Barrage of Colour Whistle Crackles
- 1 Spiral Galaxy - 19 Silver Spinners
- 1 Silver Anniversary - Silver Starbursts
- 1 Splitting Comets - Crackles And Pops
- 1 Large Kruger Park - 36 Colour Sequenced Bursts
- 1 Rise of Dragon - Coloured Hummers
- 1 Paris at Night - 7 Red Aerial Shells
- 1 Victory Shell - 7 Different Stars
- 1 Birds in Sunset - 70 Red Stars and Whistles
- 1 Dragon & Tiger - 70 Weird Buzzing Stars
- 1 Pearls and Gems - 70 Jewelled Stars
- 1 Comet Finale - 36 Colourful Comets
- 1 Rainbow Sea - 25 Bursts Of Coloured Wriggling Fish
- 1 Red and Blue - As The Name Says!
- 12 Portfires - For Lighting The Fireworks
- 1 Wooden Rocket Frame
QUIET PACKS

These two packs contain no loud bangs or gratuitously noisy fireworks. However, they are NOT silent; if they were they would be very dull indeed. Instead they are a compromise - we have removed the loudest fireworks while still retaining entertainment value. You can expect crackles and whistles with the occasional not too loud bang where it is necessary to disperse stars, such as rocket bursts.

**MOONBEAM**

A big selection of quiet fireworks! Includes a lovely waterfall setpiece. Improved selection for 2006!

- 12 SOLAR ROCKETS - In Different Colours
- 5 LUNAR ROCKETS - High In The Sky
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Displaying Cracking Stars
- 1 RED PEONY - Green Tails to Red Bouquets
- 1 PURPLE FLOWER - Green Tails To Purple Bouquets
- 1 STARS AROUND MOON - Silver Flitter
- 1 LARGE ORIOLE ROMAN CANDLE - Silver Whistles
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING COMET CANDLE
- 1 LARGE MULTICOLOUR BURST ROMAN CANDLE
- 1 LARGE STARMININE CANDLE - Glitter To Red
- 1 BARRAGE OF FOUR BLUE TO RED CANDLES
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING CONE - Sprays Of Sparks
- 1 LARGE COLOURED CONE - Cascades Of Colour
- 1 MIGHTY COBRA - Crackling Comets
- 1 SUNFLOWER - 12 Mines And Comets
- 1 SILVER ANNIVERSARY - Dazzling Spirals
- 1 FANTASIA - 360 Shot Colour And Crackles
- 1 COMET FINALE - 36 Assorted Comets
- 1 1000 BEES - 36 Fascinating Silver Spinners
- 1 RISE OF DRAGON - Coloured Spinners
- 1 VICTORY SHELL - Coloured Crackles
- 1 PEARLS AND GEMS - 70 Coloured Comets
- 1 BIRDS IN SUNSET - 70 Red Stars & Whistles
- 1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Whistling Wheel
- 1 WATERFALL - Cascading Setpiece
- 10 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks

**MOONBEAM**

A jumbo selection of the best low noise fireworks! Now with more cakes!!

- 10 LUNAR ROCKETS - Coloured Stars
- 12 SOLAR ROCKETS - Various Effects
- 1 FOUNTAIN MINE - Displaying Crackling Stars
- 2 FOUNTAIN MINES - Displaying Multicoloured Stars
- 1 BATTERY OF FOUR BLUE PEARL CANDLES
- 1 BARRAGE OF FOUR COLOUR WHISTLE CRACKLES
- 1 BARRAGE OF FOUR CRACKLING COMETS
- 1 BARRAGE OF FOUR BLUE TO RED COMETS
- 1 BOMBARDMENT OF RED PEONY - Red Bouquets
- 1 BOMBARDMENT OF RED AND GREEN
- 1 LARGE MULTICOLOUR CONE - Multicoloured Sparks
- 1 LARGE GOLD CONE - Golden Plume
- 1 LARGE CRACKLING CONE - Sprays Of Crackles
- 1 MONSTER 1Kg MULTICOLOUR CONE - Huge Fountain
- 1 SPIRAL GALAXY - 19 Silver Spinners
- 1 SUNFLOWER - Coloured Mines
- 1 FANTASIA - Crackles And Pops
- 1 COMET FINALE - Beautiful Coloured Stars
- 1 RED AND BLUE - 36 Colour Changing Shots
- 1 RISE OF DRAGON - Coloured Hummers
- 1 SILVER ANNIVERSARY - Spinning Tourbillions
- 1 VICTORY SHELL - Comets & Shells
- 1 BIRDS IN SUNSET - 70 Red Stars & Whistles
- 1 PEARLS AND GEMS - 70 Jewelled Stars
- 1 PEACOCK TAIL - Beautiful Setpiece
- 1 LUCKY DRAW - Rings Of Fire
- 12 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
An international pack of fireworks including an excellent Rocket selection and exciting Roman Candle Barrages. Now with larger mines and rockets.

10 SATURN SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
   Strobe, Crackle, Whistles, Bangs And Spinners
10 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
   Assorted Colours And Effects
5 NEPTUNE GIANT ROCKETS-
   Big Bursts Of Colour
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
   Displaying Crackles Then Thunder
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
   Displaying Colour Then Thunder
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
   Displaying Colour Then Crackle
1 29MM MULTICOLOUR BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Coloured Starshells
1 29MM CRACKLING ROMAN CANDLE
1 BATTERY OF FOUR COLOUR THUNDER ROMAN CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR WHISTLING ROMAN CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR RED AND GREEN ROMAN CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR RED PEONY ROMAN CANDLES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR STAR WARS ROMAN CANDLES
1 BARRAGE OF FOUR COLOURED BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLES
1 BARRAGE OF FOUR COLOUR WHISTLE CRACKLE CANDLES
1 BARRAGE OF FOUR CRACKLING COMETS
1 BARRAGE OF BLUE TO RED COMET CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF WHISTLING SERPENTS WITH REPORT CANDLES - Noisy Fusillade
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF CRACKLING COMETS
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF COLOURED BOMBETTES
1 FESTIVAL OF PEACE - 36 Crackling Flowers
1 LARGE KRUGER PARK - 36 Coloured Starbursts
1 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Crackling Starbursts
1 SOLAR STORM - - Colourful Chrysanthemums
1 UFOs - White And Green Strobe Shells
1 OCEAN SCENE - Wriggling Fish
1 MULTICOLOUR TRIDENT - Fan Of Fountains
1 LUCKY DRAW WHEEL - Colour Changing Wheel
1 MAMMOTH WHEEL - Coloured Circles Of Fire
15 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME
DON'T FORGET OUR TRAINING DAY

DISPLAY PACKS

GALAXY

£420

A mouth watering selection of larger display fireworks including some superb new aerial effects. Now with improved rocket and cakes selection!

15 SATURN EFFECTS ROCKETS -
Strobe, Spinners, Crackle, Whistle And Bangs
5 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
Assorted Colours And Effects
5 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
Chrysanthemum Bursts
10 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
Huge Explosions Of Colour
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
Displaying Crackles Then Thunder
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
Displaying Colour Then Thunder
1 DOUBLE BREAK FOUNTAIN MINE -
Displaying Colour Then Crackle
1 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLE - Coloured Star Shells
1 29MM CRACKLING COMET ROMAN CANDLE
1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN BOMBETTE CANDLES
1 BARRAGE OF FOUR COLOUR WHISTLE CRACKLE
ROMAN CANDLES
1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN CRACKLING COMET
ROMAN CANDLES
1 BARRAGE OF FOUR BLUE TO RED COMETS
ROMAN CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF WHISTLES AND FLASH
ROMAN CANDLES
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF COLOUR CRACKLE
THUNDER CANDLES - Multiple Effects
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF STARMINES
1 NATIONAL SALUTES - 36 Crackles And Bangs
1 THOUSAND BEES - Silver Spinners
1 GIANT KRUGER PARK - 100 Sequenced Starburst
1 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Crackling Starbursts
1 SOLAR STORM - - Colourful Chrysanthemums
1 UFOs - White And Green Strobe Shells
1 OCEAN SCENE - Wriggling Fish
1 SPECIAL CAKE B - Noise and Colour
1 SPECIAL CAKE C - Multiple Aerial Effects
1 MULTICOLOUR TRIDENT - A Fan Of Fountains
1 MEGA WHEEL - Shimmering Spiral
1 MAMMOTH WHEEL - Multi Effect Wheel
20 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
1 WOODEN ROCKET FRAME

www.sandlingfireworks.co.uk
### Display Packs

**SHOOTING STAR**

£540

A very popular pack with a good balance of spectacular display fireworks including sky filling Bombette Batteries. Now with Giant Kruger Park!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 GIANT SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Colour And Effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Coloured Chrysanthemums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Huge Bursts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Thunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Whistles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Red Crossettes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying Multicoloured Stars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLE - Silver Coconut Trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLE - Orange Starbursts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM MULTICOLOUR BOMBETTE CANDLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM RED BOMBETTE CANDLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN COLOUR THUNDER CANDLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE SERPENT BANG CANDLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE CANDLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN CRACKLING COMETS
1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN COLOURED BOMBETTES
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF STARMINES
1 3-BAR BOUQUET OF COLOUR CRACKLE THUNDER
1 NATIONAL SALUTES - 36 Crackles And Bangs
1 GIANT KRUGER PARK - Volley Of 100 Starshells
1 THOUSAND BEES - 36 Spinning Stars
1 SPECIAL CAKE B - Noise and Colour
1 SPECIAL CAKE C - A Display In Itself!
1 UFOs - White And Green Strobe Shells
1 OCEAN SCENE - Wriggling Fish
1 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Crackling Starbursts
1 SOLAR STORM - Colourful Chrysanthemums
1 MULTICOLOUR TRIDENT - Fan Of Fountains
1 TITANIUM WHEEL - Silver And Red Circle Of Fire
1 MAMMOTH WHEEL - Four Effects
20 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
2 WOODEN ROCKET FRAMES
DON'T FORGET OUR TRAINING DAY

DISPLAY PACKS

CONSTELLATION £700

Large display fireworks suitable for bigger events. Includes an exciting selection of Display Rockets, Mines and Roman Candles and a new selection of Cakes for 2006

10 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Colours And Effects
10 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Colour Chrysanthemums
10 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Huge Star Bursts
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Thunders
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Whistles
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Green Glitter
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Red Crossettes
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Silver Coconut Tree
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Crackling Star Shells
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Red Star Shells
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Blue Star Shells
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM COLOUR BOMBETTES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BLUE BOMBETTES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN FLASHING THUNDER
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE AND FLASH
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE SERPENT
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Thunders
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Whistles
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Green Glitter
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Red Crossettes
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Silver Coconut Tree
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Crackling Star Shells
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Red Star Shells
1 29MM BOMBETTE ROMAN CANDLE - Blue Star Shells
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM COLOUR BOMBETTES
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BLUE BOMBETTES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN FLASHING THUNDER
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE AND FLASH
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE SERPENT
1 NATIONAL SALUTES - Noisy Battery
1 UFOs - White And Green Strobe Shells
1 OCEAN SCENE - Wriggling Fish
1 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Crackling Starbursts
1 SOLAR STORM - Colourful Chrysanthemums
1 GIANT KRUGER PARK - 100 Starshells
1 SPECIAL CAKE A - Wait Till You See This One!
1 SPECIAL CAKE B - Five Different Effects
1 SPECIAL CAKE C - Long Lasting Display
1 SPECIAL CAKE D - Multiple Effects
1 MULTICOLOUR TRIDENT - Fan Of Fountains
1 BRILLIANT SUN - Dazzling Setpiece
1 TITANIUM WHEEL - Red And Silver Fire Circle
1 SILVER TARGET - Silver Circle With Three Colours
1 SPARKLING WHEEL - Four Different Effects
25 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
2 WOODEN ROCKET FRAMES
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This superb pack contains an excellent selection of Rockets, Special Cakes And Batteries of Giant Bombettes. Now with extra Jumbo Cakes!

10 GALACTIC SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Assorted Colours
10 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Coloured Chrysanthemums
14 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS - Huge Star Bursts To Fill The Sky
4 MEGA ROCKETS - Fantastic Effects
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Thunders
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Whistles
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Red & Glitter
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES - Gold Tail To Cracking Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES - Silver Tail to Multicoloured Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES - Silver Coconut Trees
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES - Gold Tail To Gold Rain
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN FLASHING THUNDER
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE CANDLES
1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN OF CRACKLE CANDLES
1 FUSILLADE OF SEVEN COLOURED BOMBETTES
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF CRACKLES
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF STARMINES
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF COLOUR BURSTS
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF WHISTLE SERPENT BANG
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF STAR WARS - Buzzing Stars
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF GREEN PEONY - Green Star Bouquets
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF CRACKLING CHRYSANTHEMUM CAKE
1 SILVER DRAGON - 49 Dazzling Comets
1 BLUE BROCADE WITH THUNDER RAIN CAKE
1 COLOUR CYCLONE - Dizzy Silver Spinners
1 GIANT KRUGER PARK - 100 Starshells
1 SPECIAL CAKE A - Five Different Effects
1 SPECIAL CAKE B - Noise And Colour Effects
1 SPECIAL CAKE C - Colourful Display
1 SPECIAL CAKE D - Amazing Effects
1 SHIMMERING LATTICE - Scintillating Jets Of Silver
1 TITANIUM WHEEL - Silver And Red Fire Circle
1 SILVER TARGET - Three Rings Of Colour
25 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
2 WOODEN ROCKET FRAMES
A fantastic selection of the largest display fireworks make this pack suitable for larger sports and social clubs. Now with extra cakes!

20 NEPTUNE SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
Assorted Colours
20 MONSTER SHELLBURST ROCKETS -
Huge Starbursts To Fill The Sky
10 MEGA ROCKETS - Fantastic New Effects
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Thunders
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Whistles
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Coloured Stars
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Red To Crackle
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Yellow Stars
1 75MM MORTAR MINE - Displaying Coloured Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Silver Tail To Multicoloured Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Gold Tail To Crackling Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Silver Tail To Silver Palm
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Gold Tail to Gold Rain
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Gold Tail to Blue Stars
1 BATTERY OF FOUR 29MM BOMBETTE CANDLES
Silver Tail to Red Stars
1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN FLASHING THUNDER

1 BOMBARDMENT OF SEVEN WHISTLE CANDLES
1 BOMBARDMENT OF STAR WARS CANDLES
1 FUSILLADE OF OF SEVEN CRACKLING COMETS
1 FUSILLADE OF OF SEVEN COLOURED BOMBETTES
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF CRACKLING COMETS
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF STARMINES - Red To Glitter
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF MULTICOLOURED BURSTS
1 5-BAR BOUQUET OF WHISTLE SERPENT BANGS
1 GIANT KRUGER PARK - 100 Coloured Starshells
1 UFOs - White And Green Strobe Shells
1 OCEAN SCENE - Wriggling Fish
1 MARTIAN METEORS - Red Crackling Starbursts
1 SOLAR STORM - - Colourful Chrysanthemums
1 COLOUR CRACKLING CHRYSANTHEMUM CAKE
1 SILVER DRAGON - 49 Dazzling Comets
1 BLUE BROCADE WITH THUNDER RAIN CAKE
1 COLOUR CYCLONE - Dizzy Silver Spinners
1 SHIMMERING LATTICE -
Eight Silver Jets in A Lattice
1 MEGA WHEEL - Multi Effect Wheel
1 SILVER TARGET - Concentric Rings Of Colour
1 WHIRLPOOL - High Speed Wheel
30 PORTFIRES - For Lighting The Fireworks
2 WOODEN ROCKET FRAMES
# Display Packs

**The largest of our display packs. Now even bigger and better than ever!**

| 30 Giant Starburst Rockets - Assorted Colours | 3 Bombardments of Seven Thunder Candles |
| 20 Monster Rockets - Colour Bursts | 3 Bombardments of Seven Whistle Candles |
| 10 Mega Rockets - Giant New Special Effects | 3 Fusillardes of Seven Crackling Comets |
| 2 100mm Mortar Mine - Displaying Whistles | 3 Fusillardes of Seven Coloured Bombettes |
| 2 100mm Mortar Mine - Displaying Red To Crackle | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Crackling Comets |
| 1 100mm Mortar Mine - Displaying Yellow Sars | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Starmines |
| 1 100mm Mortar Mine - Displaying Red And Glitter | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Multicoloured Bursts |
| 1 100mm Mortar Mine - Displaying Coloured Stars | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Red And Green |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Silver Tail To Multicoloured Stars | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Green Peony |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Gold Tail To Crackling Bombettes | 1 5-Bar Bouquet of Star Wars |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Silver Tailed Coconut Trees | 1 Blue Brocade with Thunder Rain Cake |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Gold Tail To Gold Rain Bombettes | 1 Colour Cyclone - Dizzy Silver Spinners |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - White Tail To White Strobe Bombettes | 1 Shimmering Lattice - Eight Scintillating Jets |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Gold Tail To Blue Bombettes | 1 Silver Target - Coloured Bulls eye |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Silver Tail To Red Stars | 1 Whirlpool Wheel - Whistling Colour Bullseye |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Bombette Candles - Silver Salutes | 1 Cascade - Horizontal Revolving Waterfall |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Gold Glitter Stars | 1 Giant Sparkling Wheel - Huge Fire Wheel |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Crackling Comets | 30 Portfires - For Lighting The Fireworks |
| 1 Battery of Four 29mm Glitter To Red | 3 Wooden Rocket Frames |

---

**All Prices Include VAT**
**DON'T FORGET OUR TRAINING DAY**

**AN EXAMPLE OF A SITE PLAN**

- **1. ROCKETS**
- **2. DISPLAY CAKES**
- **3. GIANT CANDLE BARRAGES**
- **4. DISPLAY CAKES**
- **5. DISPLAY MINE**
- **6. FOUNTAIN MINE**
- **7. MULTI-SHOT CAKES**
- **8. ROMAN CANDLE BOUQUETS**
- **9. WHEEL**
- **10. WATERFALL**
- **11. GOODNIGHT**
- **12. FOUNTAINS**

---

**ALLOW AT LEAST 50 METRES FALLOUT FOR ROCKET STICKS ETC**

**AT LEAST 25 METRES**

**WIND DIRECTION**

**BE SURE TO CAREFULLY READ THE INSTRUCTIONS ON EACH FIREWORK**

**AT LEAST 25 METRES SAFETY DISTANCE**

---

**SPECTATORS**

---

**SPECTATORS**